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n talking of tha present and future
of the aeroplane the other day Glenn H
Curtlss thon preparing to start on his
now famous flight down the Hudson
River ventured the opinion that the suc
cess of powerflight lay entirely In the
perfection of the controlling gear He
meant particularly the gear that controls
the direction and the stability of the
flyer Whoever desires to understand
the aeroplane and its of flight
may as well tako that significant remark-
to heart before he starts In

When men started to try to they did
not know what they were They
thought that it would be sufficient to pro-

vide the power to drive their machines
and the kitellke surfaces to raise them
It did not occur to them that a kite even
with a long tall and no weight to carry
plunges and tumbles In all sorts of dizzy
ways So when men Invented an engine
sufficiently light and powerful and fixed
to it tho slanting planes to take it aloft
they were very much puzzled at first to
find that their machines invariably
crashed down to earth after rising a few
yards says the New York Sun

They had started out with a rudder
something like a ships rudder to turn
their aeroplanes to right or left That
was not enough They next added
second rudder to turn upward and down
ward with That was not enough either
So then came along the Wright brothers
with their one allimportant contribution-
to the construction of the aeroplane
They produced a device that would keep
the flyer on an even keel as we say
of a ship that is something that would
save It from overturning sideways

Finally then the flying men have made
among them All the aeroplane of today
Their product is a machine that will go
rapidly and straight through the air
and will keep steady and level in fairly
onset breezes The machine Is not

That Improvement Is yet to come
As yet every swerve lurch and dip of
the aeroplane has to be counteracted by a
conscious and skillful use of one of the

controls
With the accompanying diagrams and

the explanation here given any one may
understand how the aeroplane is made
to go Various makes of aeroplane differ
in minor points of course Almost all
however have these points in common
upanddown or altitude rudder In
front lateral rudder behind and stabiliz-
ing rudders at the extreme wing tips of
the aeroplane

The aeroplane of Glenn H Curtiss In
which ho made his AlbanyNew York
flight is the one from which the accom-
panying diagrams are drawn The
tics machine is held to have proved Itself
by the recent flight the most advanced
type of aeroplane yet devised In America
possibly in the world It has possibly a
little less stability and endurance than
the Farman biplane used by Paulhan
but it excels the Farman biplane in speed
In design the two models closely resem
ble each other

The Curtis aeroplane is shown In
ground plan In figure 1 The aeroplane
flies in the direction Indicated by the ar-
rows A is the altitude rudder perched
out at the end of a bamboo framework
in front of the driver B B are the two
stabilizing rudders out at the ends of the
planes C is the rudder for lateral steer
Ing perched out behind as A is before-
P P Is the upper sustaining plane four
feet under which lies the lower sustaining
plane parallel and of the same shape and
size In front of the planes Is the steer
Ing wheel W Just back of W Is the
aeroplanists seat S Back of S and be
tween the big planes Is placed the en-
gine Back of the engine and behind the
big planes Is the propeller X

In tho type of aeroplane now most de
veloped tho propeller X placed behind
the engine E and the driver at S forces
the machine forward In a horizontal
direction The planes P P catch the air
on their under surfaces slightly Inclined
and concaved for that purpose The
pressure lifts the machine in the air or
sustains It there at a desired level

The engine that supplies the power Is a
gaeolene explosion motor closely similar
to that used In automobiles Only slight
differences are necessitated by the adapt-
ing of the engine to the aeroplane The
radiator and cylinders are built and
grouped so as to save as much weight as
possible The controls for the magneto
and gasoline supply are placed forward
of the engine at the drivers seat S
for he Is under the disadvantage of sit-
ting in front of the motor The engine
cranks up directly by a turn of the pro
peller and the shaft drives the propeller
directly without the Interxentlon of cogs
or sprockets With these exceptions the
flying engine is in all respects like the
automobile engine and does not require
any explanation of Its own

It Is now to be seen how the propeller-
X driven by the engine E sends
ward the machine which Is sustained by
the gliding on the air of the plane P t
and the similar plane under There re
mains to be seen the more delicate and
difficult part of flying namely the work
of keeping the flyer straight and level
Each of the rudders A B B and C does
Its own particular share of this work It
Is a threefold work and far more compli-
cated than tho control of automobile
ship or bicycle All these travel on a
horizontal surface and are guided only
to right and to left Only the submarine
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THE CURTISS BIPLANE
The speed machine of the group It has less surface in proportion 1o Us weight and likewise 1o the power of Its mo

tor thnn the others its tllmenMlonH are ICHH than the other two but it carries nn eightcylinder 50lior ci ower
motor It carries extra large Mtnbillzlng fins placed entirely between the upper lower wing tipS
These ore worked Hemlautomntlenlly by the lateral swinging of the back of the drivers sent In thin In n some-

what different model CiirtJsu has won various records At Jlhelmn on August 28 moil he covered thirty kilometers
in twentythree minutes thirty seconds the fastest time He the record for leaving the ground In the

time nud the shortcut distance He mnde the trip from Albany Now York with one Sunday
machine makes about fifty an Lour
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FIG J ROUND PLAN OF CURTISS AEROPLANE

FIG 2ELEVATION OF ALTITUDE RUDDER A

boat presents anything like the complica-

tions of steering that beset the aeroplane
for the submarine boat alone besides the
flyer navigates In three dimensions

The function of the forward rudder A
is to turn the course of the aeroplane up
or down Right here the tremendous
difference between the aeroplane and
almost all methods of locomotion known
to us becomes apparent To realize the
difference it is only necessary to try to
conceive an automobile that one could
by a turn of the wrist start to soaring
upward from the ground Nothing else
so free and complete In the whole realm
of motion as known to human experi
ence exists as In the aeroplane of today
rude and Imperfect compared to Its pros
pects as It still presumably Is And the
freedom and complete command of space
that distinguish the aeroplane all lie in
rudder A the altitude rudder

Figure 2 Is a drawing of the essential
details of this wonderful rudder The
rudder Is shown from a point of observa
tlon forward of It and to Its left

The rudder consists of two horizontal
planes p p They are connected with a
framework similar In shape to the skele-
ton of an oblong box This framework
has the planes p p for Its top and bottom
sides The framework hinges at the two
ends on the axis represented by the
dotted line a It Is by turning on this
hinge that the planes are made to act as
rudders

This action is produced In the following
t

¬

¬

¬

manner When tho framework Is tilted
so that the fronts of the planes point up
ward the air through which the aero
plane IB advancing catches on their under
side The pressure of the air on the
under sides of the planes lifts them up
and so lifts the nose of the whole aero
plane up making It take an upward di-

rection
When on the other hand the plane p

P are tilted downward the air as Is
cleft presses on their top surfaces and
forces them to point earthward And so
they give the downward direction to the
course of the aeroplane when the flyer
desires to fly lower

It will easily be seen that without the
altitude rudder A the aeroplane would
be helpless It could not be depended
upon to rise from the ground for flight-
Is started by giving the rudder the little
upward tilt The aeroplanist could not
safely descend earthward nor If he
found himself In unfavorable air could
he pass from one air current up or down
to another Above all he could not
alight and In tho last moment before
alighting the nose of the aeroplane Is
thrown sharply up to let the great
planes catch the air and stop the momen
tumHow

la the altitude rudder controlled
by the aeroplanlsts The view in Fig 2
shows this in the apparatus c c c This
Is a peculiar but perfectly simple device
the rudder Is pushed forward or pulled
back by a long run The rod runs from a
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FIG 3FRONT VIEW OF STABILIZING PLANES B B
r
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crOESpidco of the framework of the rudder
hack to the steering wheel It Is fastened-
at the hub of the wheel The wheel
works backward and forward as well as
turning So the same hand that is steer
ing the aeroplane to right or left by a
turn of the wheel can at the same time
be raising the aeroplane by drawing the
wheel back toward the driver as one

picks up a stumbling horse or else
forced earthward by a forward thrust

Moro vital still than the altitude rudder
more of a departure from

all other known methods of equilibrium-
are tho atablliiing rudders or fins B B

working of these Is shown In Fig 3

To understand tho use of these the
continuously employed pieces of

steering sear on an aeroplane it is
to remember that an aeroplane is

poised as delicately on its airy even keel
ac tightrope walker on his wire The
stabilizing fins serve the same purpose as
does the fan of the Japanoses tightrope
performer The save the flyer from tip
ping over to one side or tho other

Fig I will show how this done
Once more it IB an application of the
principle of catching the wind on the
underside of horizontal plane td get an
upward pressure and on the upper side
to get a downward pressure Fig 3

rows ft front elevation of the stabilizing
and an much of tho rest of the

aoropiane as Is necessary to the compre
henson of their action The purpose
of the arrangement here shown Is to tilt
the one plane upward and the opposite
one downward at the same time

The control of the pianos B B lies In
the wires The axis of each
piano lies in the dotted line A The
wires oe fastened behind the axes of
the planes tilt them by an upward or
downward pull The wires e c run down
from each plane to a pulley at the corner
of the lower sustaining plane P From
the pulley they run straight to the top of
the back of the drivers seat S There
they are faetened

This soafback swings from side to side
like the backs of some old chairs The
difference is that the old chairs were not
designed to sway while tills back Is
When it sways to tho right it pulls the
wire that draws down the rear of the
stabilizing plane out at the left wing tip
When the seat sways to tho left It draws
down the stabilizing plane at the right
wing tip

The wiring c c runs also up from the
tops of the stabilizing planes through
pulleys overhead and so connects the
stabilizing planes from above When
therefore one stabilizing plane has its
after edge pulled down by the tilting of
the seat back the same pull

by the wire overhead to the other
stabilizing plane pulls its rear end up
Whichever way the one stabilizing plane
Is turned the other one Is turned op-
positely

The manner in which this action rights
the aeroplane will be readily understood
The process is as follows As soon as in
the course of flight the aeroplane sags to
the left the driver leans over to the right
in his seat It is the motion that he
would naturally make to find his own
equilibrium In leaning to the right he
pushes the coat back over with him
This pulls the wire that draws down the
left stabilizing fins after part Thus the
fin turns on Its axis or In such a way as
to present a slanting under surface to the
wind The wind delivers an upward
pressure on this surface and this up
ward pressure tends to right the sagging
left end of the aeroplane At the same
time the pull that started front the seat
back Is sent on from the left fin over the
overhead wire and down to the upper
surface of the right fin which Is drawn
up The right fin la thus made to present
Its upper surface to the wind and tbe
wind then depresses the right end of the
aeroplane at the same time that the left
is being raised In a moment the aero
plane Is righted The drlveV thereupon
straightens up In his seat bringing the
seatback again to the upright position
and so drawing the stabilizing fins back
again to their original place The

Is a natural one for the driver so
much so as to be semiautomatic

It often happens that an aeroplane la
caught In an air current as knotty as-

a rough pine board A puff of wind will
blow one side up or the other side down
It is then that the aeronauts back and
shoulders are put to quick use to right
his machine The rule Is simple always-
to bend toward the upward side Often
In making a curve also the aviator is
obliged to lean a little inward 1C the

be sharp to counteract the cen-

trifugal force The aeroplane naturally
tilts on the Inward side when taking a
sharp curve because of the slackening-
of the speed oh the side which has the
shorter curve

rhe third of the Important controls
of tho aeroplane In the air is shown In
Fig 4 It Is the Bldetoslde steering
gear the most complicated because it
Is tho least Important It needs a second
motion of the bands which are already
busy with the altitude control But the
sldetoBlde steering motion does not
Interfere with the pushing and pulling
by which tho upward and downward

of flight is directed
Figur 4 shows a view of the atfletotldt
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CURTISS FLYING OVER THE POUGHKEEPSIE BRIDGE

The machine Is 000 feet In the air This bridge is 212 feet high The aviator after the conclusion of his wonderful
flight from Albany to New York declared that be waa fully 400 feet above the bridge when he passed It

rudder C It is cleft and through this
cleft passes a horizontal plane This Is

Just a fixed plane placed to sustain the
weight of the after end of the aeroplane
The rudder C save for tills cleavage into
an upper and a lower part is very similar
to a ships rudder It is noteworthy that
this Is the only vertical plane on the
whole Curtiss machine The rudder C
swings on a vertical axis a posi
tions into which It may swing are shown
by the dotted lines

The control of tills rudder Is by little
wires c c which pass through pulleys
at the corners of the horizontal plane
and come forward to the drivers s at
They pass up to the steering wheel W
circle this and unite In other words
wheel of the aeroplane Is very much like
a ships wheel not onjj In purpose
in design-

It is with this wheel of course that
the driver turns to right and doubles
on his course and makes the most com-

plicated evolutions Yet in view of the
fact that going anywhere In particular
is vastly less important than avoiding
being dashed to the ground the sideto
side steering gear is far loss an essential-
to the aerpplane than are the upand
down and stabilizing planes Nor Is it
in any sense an Invention In aerpplaning
since It Is closely copied after the steer-
Ing gear long In use on the water

There are other things that the aviator
has to attend to besides his direction and
stability control of course But they
do not require his over taking more than
one hand from the steering wheel There
Is the throttle which feeds the fuel to his
engine It is a short slender lever at
his right hand A brief motion cuts off
his fuel and shuts down his engine or
lessens his speed or increases The
electric control is In a little twistbutton
fastened on the front of his sent between
his knees

In starting Curtiss after testing his
engine first takes his place in the driv-
ers seat turns on the throttle and grasps
the steering wheel Then while two or
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FIG 4 ELEVATION OF SIDE TO SIDE RUDDER C

three men hold the machine from darting
forward on Its wheels a mechanic starts
the engine with a quick turn of the

With the propeller going briskly
Curtlss gives n signal and the aeroplane
is released by the men holding it It
starts forward rapidly on Its wheels
When the right speed is reached Curtis
pulls the sterlng gear back a little toward
him The aeroplane rises from the
ground The ground friction overcome-
It gains speed rapidly and rises faster till
It reaches tho desired level

In descending Curtiss picks out with
his eye the favorable spot When within
some 200 yards of it and at some twenty
yards elevation he shuts off his

pro-

peller
¬

with a movement of the right hand De-

pressing the head of Ws flyers he glides
down at a gentle angle by his mo-

mentum At the moment before be
would come into forcible collision with
the earth he pulls up the head of tho
flyer quite sharply The nose points
sharply up the great sustaining planes
act as brakes against the air The
strength Is taken out of the drop The
machine comes down gently on its two
rear wheels and the front ground wheel
right under the steering wheel comes
down also If the machine rolls alone
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